MISSING DIALOG FROM RECORDINGS

B-Burger

C-Ciampi
Burger’s Taser-CAM
Recording

Burger’s MAV
Recording
Let me see your fucking hands. B

10 SECONDS

(something inaudible “tasers?”)
Let me see your fucking hands B

8 SECONDS

Or I’m going to taser you. B

You’re not making it easy. B

O.k. I’m calling

O.k. I’m calling C

Get out.

C

B

Get out. B

O.k. I’m calling C
Get out of the fucking car.

I’m Calling C
7 SECONDS

B

Get out of the fucking car.

B

I’m calling my lawyer C

I’m calling my lawyer. C

Let me see your hands. B

Let me see your hands.

Get out of the fucking car. B

Get out of the fucking car. B

Code 22 on the main.

B

B

Code 22 on the main.

B

Get out of the car or
I’m going to fucking tase you. Ha B

Get out of the car or
I’m going to fucking (tase?) you.

Alright, fine C

Alright, fine

Get out of the fucking car.
I’m going to call my lawyer.

B

C

Get out of the fucking car.
C

B

B

I’m calling my lawyer C

10 seconds prior to Officer Burger stating “Code 22 on the main,” Burger is heard stating,
“Let me see your fucking hands,” for the FIRST time on Burger’s MAV recording.
8 seconds prior to Officer Burger stating “Code 22 on the main,” Burger is heard stating,
“Let me see your fucking hands,” for the SECOND time on Burger’s MAV recording.
7 seconds prior to Officer Burger stating “Code 22 on the main,” Burger is heard stating,
“Or I’m going to taser you”. time on Burger’s MAV recording.
7 seconds prior to Officer Burger stating “Code 22 on the main,” Burger is heard stating,
“You’re not making it easy,” on Burger’s Taser recording.
The microphones from the MAV and Taser systems are recording Officer Burger making the above
statements approximately three feet from Officer Burger’s mouth at the same time.

Burger’s Taser-CAM
Recording

Burger’s MAV
Recording

7 seconds back from the beginning of the dialog of:
“Code 22 on the main.”

“Code 22 on the main.”

“Or I’m going to taser you.”

Exactly 7 seconds elapse between
the beginning of the dialog of “Or
I’m going to taser you,” and
“Code 22 on the Main,” as heard
on Burger’s MAV recording.

“Code 22 on the main.”

“You’re not making it easy.”

Exactly 7 seconds elapse between
the beginning of the dialog of
“Your not making it easy,” and
“Code 22 on the Main,” as heard
on Burger’s MAV recording.

CONCLUSION:
1)
2)
3)

At the exact same time that Burger’s MAV recording recorded “Or I’m going to taser you,”
Burger’s Taser CAM recording recorded “Your not making it easy.”
Burger’s MAV recording is missing the dialog of “Your not making it easy.”
Burger’s Taser recording is missing the dialog of “Or I’m going to taser you.”

Burger’s MAV recording has been tampered with and edited, by removing audio content.
Burger’s Taser CAM recording has been tampered with and edited by removing audio content.

Exactly 12 seconds after Wagner states “turn around in Burger’s MAV
recording, Ciampi is heard yelling out it pain, “Aaahhh!”
Exactly 12 seconds after Wagner states “turn around in Burger’s MAV
recording, Wagner is heard yelling out, “Oh God!”

BURGER’S MAV Recording

12 SECONDS

“Turn Around”

“Aaahhh!”

TEMORES’ TASER Recording

12 SECONDS

“Turn Around”

“Oh God!”

CONCLUSION: Burger’s MAV recording is missing the dialog of Wagner stating
“Oh God,” and Temores’ taser recording is missing the dialog of Ciampi stating
“Aaahhh!.”

Officer Burger’s Taser-CAM and MAV system are simultaneously recording the
entirety of the following incident, yet his Taser-CAM is missing significant portions
of the dialog recorded on his MAV system especially when compared to Temores’
MAV Video recording.
Officer Temores’ Taser-CAM also seems to be missing portions of the dialog especially
when compared to his MAV Video recording.
C-Ciampi

B-Burger

Temores’ Taser-CAM
Audio
No, no, no, no.
Turn around.

W

Turn around.
B

W
W

Burger’s MAV
Audio
No, no, no, no.

W

Turn around.

W

Put your hands behind your back. B

Put your hands behind your back.

Relax.

Relax

W

Back up, Back up
Taser, taser, taser.
Kabanklink.
Oh Goddd!! W

T-Temores

Burger’s Taser-CAM
Audio
No, no, no, no.

W

Put your hands behind your back.

W-Wagner

Aaaahhhhh!

B
B

C

W

Back up, back up
Taser, taser, taser
Woo.

B
B

W

Aaahhh!

C

Sandy help me!

Sandy help me! C

(Sound of the Taser going off)
Aaaahhh!

C

B

Aaaahhh!

C

Officer Burger is heard stating two separate words simultaneously,
“back up” and “Taser.”
I believe that if you conduct a waveform analysis of the audios of Burger’s Taser-CAM
recording and Burger’s MAV recording you will find that a portion of the dialog from:
No, no, no, no. W
To
Taser, taser, taser.

B

Are from the same recording device.

Page 51 Lines 7-12 of the Pre-Trial Transcript

Temores testified that he told officer Burger to, “Taser him,” only ONE
TIME.
On the Audios you can clearly hear someone stating, “Taser, taser, taser.”
Page 93 Lines 23-28 & Page 94 of the Pre-Trial Transcript

Burger testified that he stated, “Taser,” three times to warn Ciampi that he
was going to use the Taser gun.
This further corroborates the audio analysis that the warning, “taser, taser, taser,” heard
on the audio was added to the audio at a later date as it would be impossible for Burger to
state two different words simultaneously.

Page 15 of Burger’s MAV transcript Burger’s dialog gets cut
off abruptly mid sentence and then picks up at the beginning of
another sentence.

Beginning at the 10:31:49 mark
of Burger’s MAV recording.

